


In The War For Fundraising Talent, I have asserted 

that in many ways the future of the fundraising 

profession will reveal an increasing divide between 

those professionals who can effectively accomplish 

their goals and those who cannot. I believe this divide 

will be most evident in the professional’s ability to 

understand herself and the organizational culture in 

which she operates. Even before an initial interview, 

employers and employees alike will become 

increasingly savvy in forecasting a successful 

relationship. 

The four models in The Fundraising Toolbox were 

designed to ensure that fundraising professionals and their employers have an 

opportunity to visualize how highly-effective fundraising really works. Each 

model is designed to ensure that three objectives are consistently achieved.  

• First and foremost, we want to ensure that everyone shares a common 

understanding of highly-effective fundraising practice in advance of any 

permanent hiring decisions. This means aligning the board, volunteers, 

management team, staff and volunteers with an understanding of their 

roles and responsibilities in fundraising, where and how they can make 

the greatest contributions, and where they can complement the 

strengths of others. 

• Increasing fundraising capacity requires that organizational leaders be 

able to discern between trivial, meaningful and significant levels of giving. 

The organization’s fundraising philosophy must be informed by a 

commitment to fewer donors, more meaningful engagement, and direct 

solicitation. These three deliberate practices are the foundation of a 

highly effective and successful fundraising program.  

• Finally, we want to ensure the organization’s ability to identify, train, and 

retain high-capacity fundraising talent. This begins with understanding 

the type of individual that will best serve in this role; clearly articulating 

their goals and objectives; and providing consistent, constructive 

feedback. 



It is human nature for all of us to blame someone or something other than 

ourselves when something isn’t working as well as we’d like. When it comes to 

fundraising woes in the nonprofit sector, it’s especially easy to point fingers at 

donor attrition, professional turnover, a disengaged board, or a weak economy 

as the culprits. However, the most entrenched challenges cannot be effectively 

addressed by casting blame but instead require an understanding of the system 

that perpetuates our problems. the sector’s fundraising challenges are systemic 

and can only be remedied by restructuring the system. 

The Two Fundraising Cultures model is a systems archetype which mirrors 

similar behavioral patterns that are observable in many other aspects of our 

personal and professional lives. For our purposes, the “shifting the burden 

archetype” distinguishes between a fundraising culture that consistently shifts 

the burden for additional support to initial and often trivial gifts versus a culture 

that relies on meaningful relationships as the pathway to meaningful and 

significant levels of support. The fundamental solution in the bottom loop is 

never as immediately attractive as the symptomatic solution that we turn to in 

the top loop. In order for the fundamental solution to take hold, we often have 

to redefine the problem itself which often prevents us from assuming the 

symptomatic solution is the right path to follow. 



All nonprofit organizations, large and small, raise funds in accordance with the 

same basic principles. The extent to which organizations execute their plans 

efficiently (cost per dollar raised) and effectively (goal achievement) ultimately 

distinguishes between those organizations that consistently achieve their goals 

and those that do not. To understand the basic principles, we have designed a 

systems-map that characterizes three lanes, like the three beltway lanes 

encircling a city, running parallel to each other in concentric circles.   

In The Three Lanes Approach, each lanes represents an important phase of the 

fundraising experience that donors inevitably move through as they support an 

organization’s mission. The three lanes approach is not a rigid prescriptive plan; 

rather it is a below-the-surface understanding of how effective fundraising really 

works. In addition to providing a framework for planning and evaluating the 

program’s overall performance, the three-lanes approach addresses common 

roadblocks that organizations routinely encounter as they cultivate their donors 

through greater levels of commitment as well as the dividing of roles and 

responsibilities between paid professionals and volunteers, the setting and 

assessment of goals, and the alignment of the mission.   

 



Each lane is intended to compliment the subsequent lane. The first lane assumes 

a new donor who may or may not be giving at a level consistent with their 

capacity. The middle lane assumes an active donor who has expressed a genuine 

interest in and commitment to the mission through their initial gifts and is 

receptive to meaningful engagement with the organization. The third lane 

assumes an active donor who has developed a meaningful relationship with the 

organization and has made the decision to make a very significant, multi-year 

commitment to the organization.   

The risk inherent in expanding a fundraising program is the application of first 

lane logic to the subsequent lanes. Lanes two and three are focused on soliciting 

current donors for subsequent gifts (renewal and stewardship), whereas the first 

lane is focused on the acquisition of new donors and new gifts. The renewal 

lanes align closely with indicators of quality relationships and effective goal 

achievement whereas the first lane aligns with increasing the quantity of 

relationships and the efficiency with which monies are raised. Whereas the new 

donor expects to be courted like a new acquaintance, the existing donor prefers 

being recognized as loyal friend.   



Capital campaigns should not be approached as isolated events; rather, they 

should be integrated into a comprehensive fundraising strategy that begins with 

the initial gift. Our three-lanes approach coordinates the efforts of a volunteer-

driven new acquisition lane with a professionally-driven major gifts program, all 

intended to work towards the long-term success of a capital growth strategy in 

lane three. Our approach enables an organization to observe the entire process 

that begins with an initial gift and eventually arrives at a significant multi-year 

commitment. The third lane ensures that the organization maintains the greatest 

flexibility necessary for carefully and strategically responding to the most 

significant major gift opportunities.   

The Effective Campaign Planning model demonstrates the tension inherent in 

the campaign success curve, the reality of the twelve-year spread, and when to 

"go to press" with the case for support. It has been my observation that the 

traditional two-phased approach to campaign planning results in an over-

emphasis on the two book-end categories of donors – those giving very large 

gifts and those giving comparatively smaller ones. This tendency often neglects 

to make the necessary investment in developing the two middle categories of 

donors which is also where we tend to see the campaign later lag in 

performance. This lag in the middle categories can easily account for a 20-30% 

shortfall in achieving your goal. We have also observed that the two-phased 

process is overly-reliant on paid professionals in the first half and, in contrast, 

overly reliant on volunteers in the second half. Our goal is to balance the 

contributions of professional staff with volunteers throughout the entire 

campaign. 

The Key Performance Indicators model was discussed at length in the last 

chapter of The War for Fundraising Talent. This model demonstrates how to 

prioritize our time with the organization’s most valuable donors, how to track 

and monitor key patterns of work, and how deliberate practices can maximize 



fundraising performance. This tool is designed to align expectations between the 

development office, the executive suite and the boardroom. 

Jason Lewis provides the sector with an often-needed 

contrarian voice, willing to question deeply engrained 

beliefs and assumptions of how effective fundraising 

really works. Whether writing or speaking, Jason 

challenges the prevailing wisdom about effective 

fundraising practices, hiring decisions, and donor 

behavior. Jason is the host of The Fundraising Talent 

Podcast. Every week, Jason and his guest have an 

honest conversation about what it means to be a 

fundraising professional. The podcast provides 

listeners with a better understanding of what it means 

to be in one of the sector’s critically important yet 

least understood roles.  

If you’d like to discuss speaking opportunities or my consulting services, please 

email me at jason@lewisfundraising.com 
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